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Abstract—Distributed state estimation strongly depends on
collaborative signal processing, which often requires excessive
communication and computation to be executed on resource-
constrained sensor nodes. To address this problem, we propose
an event-triggered diffusion Kalman filter, which collects mea-
surements and exchanges messages between nodes based on a
local signal indicating the estimation error. On this basis, we
develop an energy-aware state estimation algorithm that regulates
the resource consumption in wireless networks and ensures
the effectiveness of every consumed resource. The proposed
algorithm does not require the nodes to share its local covariance
matrices, and thereby allows considerably reducing the number
of transmission messages. To confirm its efficiency, we apply the
proposed algorithm to the distributed simultaneous localization
and time synchronization problem and evaluate it on a physical
testbed of a mobile quadrotor node and stationary custom ultra-
wideband wireless devices. The obtained experimental results
indicate that the proposed algorithm allows saving 86% of the
communication overhead associated with the original diffusion
Kalman filter while causing deterioration of performance by 16%
only. We make the Matlab code and the real testing data available
online1.

Index Terms—Event-triggering, diffusion Kalman filter, local-
ization, time synchronization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The State estimation algorithms used in wireless sensor
networks enable services in various fields, such as emergency
rescue, homeland security, military operations, habitat moni-
toring, and home automation services [1]. In addition to en-
suring the accuracy of the state estimation, one has to consider
power constraints [2], limitations in terms of bandwidth [3],
and limitations in computation [4] and communication [5].
One of the most widely applied estimation algorithms for
sensor networks is the distributed Kalman filtering algorithm
[6]. Among distributed Kalman filters, diffusion algorithms
[7] have favorable properties with respect to performance and
robustness in terms of handling node and link failures.

The performance of the diffusion Kalman filters [7] depends
on frequent measurements and message exchange between
nodes. However, the capabilities of individual nodes are
limited, and each node is often battery-powered. Therefore,
decreasing communication overhead and the number of mea-
surements is of great importance. The main open question
to be considered is not how great estimation an algorithm
could achieve, but rather to what extent it is capable of
satisfying the application needs while saving resources. To
address this question, we propose an event-triggered diffusion
Kalman filter that restricts the amount of processing, sensing,
and communication based on a local signal indicating an

1https://github.com/aalanwar/Event-Triggered-Diffusion-Kalman-Filters

estimation error without requiring the nodes to share their
local covariance matrices. Therefore, the number of transmis-
sion messages compared to the nominal distributed diffusion
Kalman filter algorithm is significantly reduced. In particular,
we characterize the trade-off between the consumed resources
and the corresponding estimation performance.

As a representative application of distributed state esti-
mation, we consider localization and time synchronization.
Maintaining a shared notion of the time is critical for ensuring
acceptable performance and robustness of many cyber-physical
systems (CPS). Furthermore, position estimation is a crucial
task in different fields. Nevertheless, localization and time
synchronization algorithms require a significant amount of
collaboration efforts between individual sensors, and therefore,
the proposed approach is particularly helpful for this applica-
tion. More specifically, we apply the proposed event-triggered
diffusion Kalman filter on D-SLATS [8], [9], which is a
distributed simultaneous localization and time synchronization
framework.

In the present study, we make the following contributions:

• Introducing the event-triggered distributed diffusion
Kalman filter to reduce communication, computational,
and sensing overheads.

• Showing that our event-triggered estimator is unbiased
and deriving the relationship between the triggering signal
and the expected error covariance.

• Applying the proposed strategy in localizing and time-
synchronizing of distributed nodes in an ad-hoc network.

• Evaluating the proposed strategy on a real testbed using
custom ultra-wideband wireless devices and a quadrotor.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II provides an overview on the related work. Section III
gives the motivation behind our chosen triggering condition.
Then, we present the proposed algorithm and corresponding
theoretical analysis in Sections IV and V, respectively. Section
VI illustrates the application to localization and time synchro-
nization, provides the description of the experimental setup,
and evaluates the proposed algorithm on static and mobile
networks of nodes. Finally, Section VII summarizes some
concluding and discussion remarks.

II. RELATED WORK

We first discuss the general state estimation algorithms
followed by centralized and distributed event-triggered esti-
mators.



A. State Estimation Algorithms

Estimation algorithms based on average consensus have
been analyzed in [6], [10], [11]. The distributed estimation
algorithm proposed in [12] is intended for extremely large-
scale systems. The main idea is to approximate the inverse of
the large covariance matrix P by using the L-banded inverse
and the distributed iterate collapse inversion overrelaxation
(DICI-OR) method [13]; however, it requires a large amount
of computation resources. Due to limited resources available
in wireless sensor networks, many investigations have been
made seeking to decrease the communication and computation
overheads, while preserving the acceptable performance. This
has served as the basis for the studies in the following
categories.

B. Centralized Event-Triggered Estimation Algorithms

The event-triggered scheme has already been applied to
network estimation problems. It was first proposed with regard
to the centralized estimation problems. The send-on-delta
method is proposed for Kalman filters in [14], where the
sensor data values are transmitted only upon encountering a
user-defined change. An event-triggered sensor data scheduler
based on the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) has been
proposed in [15]. In [16], the variance-based triggering scheme
has been introduced, implying that each node runs a copy of
the Kalman filter and transmits its measurement only if the
associated measurement prediction variance exceeds a chosen
threshold. The properties of the set-valued Kalman filters with
multiple sensor measurements have been analyzed in [17].
Open-loop and closed-loop stochastic event-triggered sensor
schedules for remote state estimation have been proposed [18].

In general, the required amount of communication can be re-
duced by using an event-triggered scheme in which the sensor
and estimator are not at the same node, as discussed in [19],
[20]. Moreover, a discrete-time approach is proposed in [21]
to address the same concern. The importance of considering
the effects of external disturbances and measurement noise in
the analysis of event-triggered control systems is discussed
in [22]. Event-triggered centralized state estimation for linear
Gaussian systems is proposed in [23]. Finally, the covariance
intersection algorithm is investigated to enable a centralized
event-triggered estimator [24].

C. Distributed Event-Triggered Estimation Algorithms

As one of the main goals of sensor networks is to perform
estimation in a distributed manner, event-triggered approaches
are also applied in the corresponding distributed scenarios,
including Kalman filters with covariance intersection [25].
An event-triggered distributed Kalman filter is proposed in
[26] for networked multi-sensor fusion systems with lim-
ited bandwidth. An event-triggered consensus Kalman filter
with guaranteed stability is proposed in [27]. The authors in
[28], [29] propose an event-triggered communication protocol
and provide a designing mechanism for triggering thresh-
olds with guaranteed boundedness of the error covariance
for distributed Kalman filters with covariance intersection.

Notably, the send-on-delta data transmission mechanisms are
proposed in the event-triggered Kalman consensus filters [30].
Moreover, event triggering on the sensor-to-estimator and
estimator-to-estimator channels are investigated with regard to
the distributed Kalman consensus [31]. Transmission delays
and data drops in a distributed event-triggered control system
are considered in [32]. Moreover, multiple distributed sensor
nodes are considered in [33], where the sensors are used to ob-
serve a dynamic process and to exchange their measurements
sporadically aiming to estimate the full state of the dynamic
system. Significant deviation from the information predicted
based on the last transmitted information is monitored to
obtain a data-driven distributed Kalman filter [25]. For more
details on the related work, we refer to the research presented
on [34].

It is deemed not efficient to propose an event-triggered
diffusion Kalman filter to reduce communication and com-
putational costs and to require sharing the local covariance
matrices with the purpose of finding the optimal diffusion
weights. Therefore, we focus on event-triggered diffusion
Kalman filters without sharing the local covariance matrices.
This research direction has two related works. The first one
is dedicated to a partial diffusion Kalman filter [35], which
is mainly intended to address the diffusion step where Every
wireless node shares only a subset of its intermediate estimate
vectors among its neighbors at each iteration. However, there
is no resource-saving achieved at the measurement update
step, which already imposes high communication and sensing
overheads. Also, it is not duty cycling the whole communica-
tion process within the diffusion step. On the other hand, the
concern of the other work [36] is optimizing the measurement
update step while neglecting the diffusion step, which is
associated with the significant overhead, as shown in [35].
In the present study, we consider both the diffusion and the
measurement steps; we temporarily shut-down the sensing and
communication between nodes. To the best of our knowledge,
the present paper is the first work focused on event-triggering
the aforementioned steps of diffusion Kalman filter without
the need to share the local covariance matrices. Moreover,
we evaluate the proposed mechanism on a real testbed for
localization and time synchronization.

III. TRIGGERING LOGIC MOTIVATION

One of the merits of the original centralized Kalman filter is
the error covariance matrix. It is deemed as a perfect measure
of the expected accuracy of the estimated state and can be
utilized for regulating the resource consumption based on the
particular application needs. However, when it comes to the
distributed diffusion Kalman filter, we do not have local access
to the error covariance matrix [7]. Therefore, we aim to obtain
the expected accuracy of the estimated state in the distributed
diffusion Kalman filter, in which the local estimators do not
have access to all measurements. To provide the step-by-
step rationale behind the proposed approach, let us start by
considering a background example to illustrate the relationship
between the global and local covariance information at each



node based on the partial access to the measurements, which
is the case of distributed filtering.

Example 1. Let us introduce x̂1 as the least-mean-squares
estimator of x given a zero-mean observation y1, x̂2 as the
least-mean-squares estimator of x given a zero-mean observa-
tion y2, and x̂ as least-mean-squares estimator of x given all
observations. As a consequence, we obtain the two separate
estimators for x given two separate measurements and a
global estimator given all the measurements. Let P1, P2 and
P denote the corresponding local and global error covariance
matrices, respectively. We assume that the measurement noises
are uncorrelated and have zero mean. It can be shown [37,
p.89] that the global and local error covariance matrices are
related as per the following equation

P−1 = P−1
1 +P−1

2 −Rx, (1)

where Rx is the positive-definite covariance matrix of x.

In the case of the distributed Kalman filter, every node
obtains access to the measurements of its neighbors in addition
to its local measurements. Therefore, we introduce two terms:
individual and local estimates. The individual estimate consid-
ers only the measurements at the node itself without referring
to its neighbors, while the local one considers the individual
measurements together with those the measurements of its
neighbors. More specifically, we denote the individual estimate
by x̂ind

k,i| j, which corresponds to the optimal linear estimate
of xi at time step i given only the individual measurements
up to time j at node k without considering its neighbors;
and the individual error covariance matrix is denoted by
Pind

k,i| j. The local estimate at node k is denoted by x̂loc
k,i| j and

corresponds to the optimal linear estimate of xi at time step
i given its individual measurements and measurements across
the neighbors of node k until time step j. The local error
covariance matrix is denoted by Ploc

k,i| j. We also denote the
global estimate by x̂i| j, which corresponds to the optimal linear
estimate of xi given all observations across all nodes up to time
step j and its error covariance matrix by Pi| j.

The global error covariance matrix Pi|i denotes the expected
estimation error. Therefore, we can duty cycle collecting
measurements and message exchange processes based on a
threshold on the trace of the global error covariance matrix
Pi|i. However, in the distributed Kalman filter algorithms, every
node has access only to its local matrix Ploc

k,i|i in distributed
Kalman filter algorithms and does not have access to Pi|i
locally. Therefore, let us investigate if there is a direct relation
between Pi|i and Ploc

k,i|i. Instead of considering two nodes, we
extend (1) to N nodes where every node uses its individual
measurements only [38, p.14] as follows:

P−1
i|i =

N

∑
k=1

(Pind
k,i|i)

−1− (N−1)Π−1
i , (2)

where Πi is the covariance matrix of xi. The individual error
covariance matrices Pind

k,i|i are expected to decrease over time in
observable systems. Therefore, their inverses in the first term

N
∑

k=1
(Pind

k,i|i)
−1 in (2) become dominant. Therefore, P−1

i|i can be

approximated as follows:

P−1
i|i ≈

N

∑
k=1

(Pind
k,i|i)

−1. (3)

Then, let us apply (1) while sharing the measurements between
the neighbors, i.e, considering the local estimates. We can
find that the local error covariance Ploc

k,i|i of each node k
depends on Pind

l,i|i of each neighbor l as the local estimation
process considers the neighbors measurements. Therefore, we
can relate Ploc

k,i|i to Pind
k,i|i in (4) with the aid of the adjacency

matrix A which has unity entry if the corresponding nodes are
neighbors, and zero otherwise. Here al,k denotes the element
at row l and column k of matrix A [38, p.14].

(Ploc
k,i|i)

−1 =
N

∑
l=1

al,k(Pind
l,i|i)

−1−
( N

∑
l=1

al,k−1
)

Π
−1
i , (4)

where

al,k =

{
1 if l ∈Nk,

0 otherwise.
(5)

If we sum up (4) for all N nodes with a set of real weights
γk associated with every node k, we obtain the following
combinations:

N

∑
k=1

γk(Ploc
k,i|i)

−1 =
N

∑
l=1

N

∑
k=1

γkal,k(Pind
l,i|i)

−1

−
( N

∑
l=1

N

∑
k=1

γkal,k−
N

∑
k=1

γk

)
Π
−1
i . (6)

Setting the weights in (6) such that
N
∑

k=1
γkal,k = 1 for all

l, and having the first term again on the right-hand side
dominant, as the individual error covariance matrices are
expected to get smaller with time, results in

N

∑
k=1

γk(Ploc
k,i|i)

−1 ≈
N

∑
l=1

(Pind
l,i|i)

−1. (7)

Equating the two approximations in (7) and (3) results in

P−1
i|i ≈

N

∑
k=1

γk(Ploc
k,i|i)

−1. (8)

We have shown direct approximation between the matrix
Pi|i and local available matrix Ploc

k,i|i. Therefore, we can trigger
collecting measurements based on the trace of the local
error covariance matrix Ploc

k,i|i, which is available in distributed
Kalman filters. This is the motivation behind the triggering
logic considered in the present study.



Fig. 1: Every sensor node runs a distributed event-triggered
state estimator to obtain the network state xk,i|i. The nodes
only share the measurements yk j,i and intermediate estimates
Ψ j,i with their neighbors.
IV. EVENT-TRIGGERED DIFFUSION EXTENDED KALMAN

FILTER ALGORITHM

We consider the event-triggered distributed state estimation
problem over a network of N distributed nodes indexed by
k∈{0, . . . ,N−1} as shown in Figure 1. Each node represents a
sensor and an estimator. Moreover, we consider that two nodes
are connected if they can communicate directly with each
other. Let us consider the following nonlinear time-varying
system to fit our nonlinear application as follows:

xi+1 = fi(xi)+Gini

yk j,i = hk,i(xi)+ vk,i
(9)

where xi ∈ Rm is the state at time step i and yk j,i ∈ RLk

is the measurement between node k and its neighbor node
j ∈ Nk at time step i. Furthermore, the process noise ni and
the measurement noise vk,i are assumed to be uncorrelated,
and zero mean white Gaussian noises. The matrices Qi and
Ri are the process and the measurement covariance matrices
at time step i, respectively. The state update and measurement
functions are denoted by fi and hk,i, respectively.

We denote the estimate at time step i of xi by x̂k,i|s given
the observations up to time s at node k, when every node
seeks to minimize the mean squared error E‖xi− x̂k,i|i‖2. To
handle the nonlinearity in the considered model, we linearize
(9) at a linearization point z, and apply the diffusion Kalman
filtering algorithm [7], [38]. The resulting state update and
measurement functions are shown in (10) and (11). The
linearization clearly depends on z, and this point should be
the best available local estimate of xi:

F̄i(z) :=
∂ fi(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=z

, (10)

H̄k,i(z) :=
∂hk,i(x)

∂x

∣∣∣
x=z

. (11)

Given a linearized model, we subsequently explain the
proposed event-triggered diffusion extended Kalman filter al-
gorithm shown in Algorithm 1. One of the nodes is elected
beforehand as a leader based on the accessibility of impor-
tant measurements, which facilitates reaching the best local
estimate compared to the followers. We denote the leader

node by subscript L and its job to take the duty-cycling
decision. Choosing a proper leader is crucial in saving energy;
however, the election process based on the available estimates
is out of scope of this paper. Algorithm 1 is started with the
measurement update (step 1), in which every node k obtains a
local estimate Ψk,i at time step i. Then, information from the
neighbors of node k is diffused in a convex combination to
produce a better new state estimate in step 2. The ck, j elements
represent the weights that are used by the diffusion algorithm
to combine neighboring estimates. Step 1 and 2 are only
executed if the trace of the required part of the leader matrix
PL,i|i−1 is greater than the user-defined threshold πmax. Explic-
itly, the triggering event is defined as tr(WPL,i|i−1WT)> πmax,
where W is a weighting matrix to choose the required part
of PL,i|i−1. If the triggering event is not satisfied, we do not
take measurements yk j,i, and we save the communication costs
at steps 1 and 2. Instead, we perform the propagation update
(step 3), in which every node considers the new estimates as
the old available ones x̂k,i|i = x̂k,i|i−1 and its corresponding local
matrix Pk,i|i = Pk,i|i−1. Finally, every node performs the time
update (step 4) in all cases.

It should be noted that the analysis presented in Section III
shows the relationship between the global error covariance and
the available local error covariance during the measurement
update (step 1) in Algorithm 1. However, the diffusion update
(step 2) does not take into account recursions for these local
error covariance matrices as it only combines the estimates of
the neighbors without considering their local error covariance
matrices. Moreover, exchanging the Ploc

k,i|i between neighbors
to maintain the exact expected estimation error is of a great
overhead in sensor networks. Furthermore, the diffusion step
decreases the estimation error so that it should be included.
Therefore, we continue with the modified version of Ploc

k,i|i,
which we call diffusion error covariance matrix, and denote
it by Pk,i|i in Algorithm 1.

V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

We limit our analysis to the linear case. We prove that event-
triggered diffusion Kalman is an unbiased estimator. Next,
we show the relationship between the local matrix Pk,i|i and
the augmented error covariance. Let us consider the following
linear time-varying system

xi+1 = Fixi +Gini, (20)
yk j,i = Hk,ixi + vk,i. (21)

Lemma 1. The event-triggered diffusion Kalman filter is an
unbiased estimator.

Proof. The measurement update step in the linear case results
in the following (linear version of (13), (14)):

P−1
k,i|i = P−1

k,i|i−1 + ∑
j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i H j,i, (22)

Ψk,i = x̂k,i|i−1 +Pk,i|i ∑
j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i [yk j,i−H j,ix̂k,i|i−1]. (23)

The estimation error x̃k,i|i−1 at the end of Algorithm 1 is



Algorithm 1: Event-Triggered Diffusion Extended
Kalman Filter

Start with x̂k,0|−1 = x0 and Pk,0|−1 = Π0 for all k, and
at every time instant i, compute at every node k:
if tr(WPL,i|i−1W T )> πmax then

Step 1: Measurement update:

Ĥk j,i = H̄ j,i(x̂k,i|i−1) (12)

P−1
k,i|i = P−1

k,i|i−1 + ∑
j∈Nk

ĤT
k j,iR

−1
i Ĥk j,i (13)

Ψk,i = x̂k,i|i−1

+Pk,i|i ∑
j∈Nk

ĤT
k j,iR

−1
i [yk j,i−h j,i(x̂k,i|i−1)]

(14)

Step 2: Diffusion update:

x̂k,i|i = ∑
j∈Nk

ck, jΨ j,i (15)

else
Step 3: Propagation update:

x̂k,i|i = x̂k,i|i−1 (16)
Pk,i|i = Pk,i|i−1 (17)

Step 4: Time update:

x̂k,i+1|i = fi(x̂k,i|i) (18)

Pk,i+1|i = F̄i(x̂k,i|i)Pk,i|iF̄
T
i (x̂k,i|i)+GiQiGT

i (19)

defined and updated according to the formula:

x̃k,i|i−1 := xi− x̂k,i|i−1

= Fi−1x̃k,i−1|i−1 +Gi−1ni−1. (24)

After defining the estimation error at the end of the mea-
surement update by Ψ̃k,i, we obtain that:

Ψ̃k,i := xi−Ψk,i
(23)
= x̃k,i|i−1−Pk,i|i ∑

j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i

[
yk j,i−H j,i(xi− x̃k,i|i−1)

]
(21)
= x̃k,i|i−1−Pk,i|i ∑

j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i

[
H j,ix̃k,i|i−1 + v j,i

]
= Pk,i|i

(
P−1

k,i|i− ∑
j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i H j,i

)
x̃k,i|i−1

−Pk,i|i ∑
j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i v j,i. (25)

Using (22) to simplify (25) results in the following:

Ψ̃k,i
(22)
= Pk,i|iP

−1
k,i|i−1x̃k,i|i−1−Pk,i|i ∑

j∈Nk

HT
j,iR
−1
i v j,i. (26)

Applying the diffusion step (15) results in

x̃k,i|i = ∑
l∈Nk

cl,kΨ̃l,i

(26)
= ∑

l∈Nk

cl,k

[
Pl,i|iP−1

l,i|i−1x̃l,i|i−1−Pl,i|i ∑
j∈Nl

HT
j,iR
−1
i v j,i

]
. (27)

Executing M time updates and propagation updates before
tr(WPL,i|iW T ) exceeds the threshold πmax results in the fol-
lowing:

x̃k,i+M+1|i+M
(24)
= Fi+M x̃k,i+M|i+M +Gi+Mni+M

(16)
= Fi+M x̃k,i+M|i+M−1 +Gi+Mni+M

(24)
= Fi+M

(
Fi+M−1x̃k,i+M−1|i+M−1

+Gi+M−1ni+M−1

)
+Gi+Mni+M.

After using (24) and (16) multiple times to obtain x̃k,i+M+1|i+M

as a function of x̃k,i|i, we obtain that:

x̃k,i+M+1|i+M =
M

∏
j=0

Fi+M− jx̃k,i|i +
M

∑
l=1

M−l

∏
j=0

Fi+M− jGi+l−1ni+l−1

+Gi+Mni+M. (28)

Inserting (27) in (28) results in

x̃k,i+M+1|i+M =
M

∏
j=0

Fi+M− j

[
∑

l∈Nk

cl,k

[
Pl,i|iP−1

l,i|i−1x̃l,i|i−1

−Pl,i|i ∑
j∈Nl

HT
j,iR
−1
i v j,i

]]

+
M

∑
l=1

M−l

∏
j=0

Fi+M− jGi+l−1ni+l−1 +Gi+Mni+M. (29)

Taking the expectations of both sides of (29) leads to in the
following recursion given that we have zero mean noises:

Ex̃k,i+M+1|i+M =
M

∏
j=0

Fi+M− j ∑
l∈Nk

cl,kPl,i|iP−1
l,i|i−1Ex̃l,i|i−1. (30)

Since Ex̃l,0|−1 = 0 as x̂l,0|−1 = 0 and Ex0 = 0 [38], we
conclude that the event-triggered diffusion Kalman is an
unbiased estimator.

The diffusion step (15) in Algorithm 1 combines the in-
termediate estimates from neighbors without combining the
corresponding error covariance matrices, as we mentioned
before. Therefore, we need to identify the new relationship
between Pk,i|i, and the augmented error covariance. We define
the augmented state-error vector X̃i|i for the whole network as
follows:

X̃i|i :=
[
x̃1,i|i, . . . , x̃N,i|i

]T
. (31)

The Kronecker product and vector of ones are denoted by
⊗ and 1, respectively. The identity matrix of the size N×N



is denoted by IN . We further introduce the following block-
diagonal matrices and vi:

Hi := diag(H1,i, . . . ,HN,i),

Pi|i := diag(P1,i|i, . . . ,PN,i|i),

Pi|i−1 := diag(P1,i|i−1, . . . ,PN,i|i−1),

vi := [v1,i, . . . ,vN,i]
T .

Lemma 2. The relationship between the error covariance
PX̃ |i = E(X̃i|iX̃ T

i|i ) of the augmented state and the diffusion
error covariance Pk,i|i is defined as follows:

PX̃ |i+M+1 = AiPX̃ |iAT
i +Bi

(
11

T ⊗Qi+M

)
BT

i

+
M

∑
l=1

Di,l

(
11

T ⊗Qi+l−1

)
DT

i,l +EiRi+M+1ET
i , (32)

where

Zi := CTPi+M+1|i+M+1P−1
i+M+1|i+M,

Ai := Zi

(
IN⊗

M

∏
j=0

Fi+M− j

)
,

Bi := Zi

(
IN⊗Gi+M

)
,

Di,l := Zi

(
IN⊗

M−l

∏
j=0

Fi+M− j

)(
IN⊗Gi+l−1

)
,

Ei := CTPi+M+1|i+M+1ATHT
i+M+1R−1

i+M+1. (33)

Proof. Extending (27) to the augmented version results in

X̃i+M+1|i+M+1
(31)
=
[
x̃1,i+M+1|i+M+1, . . . , x̃N,i+M+1|i+M+1

]T
(27)
= CT

 P1,i+M+1|i+M+1P−1
1,i+M+1|i+M x̃1,i+M+1|i+M

...
PN,i+M+1|i+M+1P−1

N,i+M+1|i+M x̃N,i+M+1|i+M


−CTPi|iAT

H1,i+M+1R−1
1,i+M+1v1,i+M+1

...
HN,i+M+1R−1

1,i+M+1vN,i+M+1

 ,
or equivalently

X̃i+M+1|i+M+1 = CTPi+M+1|i+M+1

(
P−1

i+M+1|i+MX̃i+M+1|i+M

−ATHT
i+M+1R−1

i+M+1vi+M+1

)
. (34)

with
C :=C⊗ Im A := A⊗ Im, (35)

where the element at row l and column k of diffusion matrix
C is cl,k in (15). The adjacency matrix is defined as A in (5).
The size of xi in (9) is m. Similarly, extending (28) to the
augmented version results in the following:

X̃i+M+1|i+M =
(
IN⊗

M

∏
j=0

Fi+M− j

)
X̃i|i +

(
IN⊗Gi+M

)(
1⊗ni+M

)
+

M

∑
l=1

(
IN⊗

M−l

∏
j=0

Fi+M− j

)(
IN⊗Gi+l−1

)(
1⊗ni+l−1

)
.

(36)

Inserting (36) into (34) leads to the following:

X̃i+M+1|i+M+1 = AiX̃i|i +Bi

(
1⊗ni+M

)
+

M

∑
l=1

Di,l

(
1⊗ni+l−1

)
−Eivi+M+1. (37)

Taking the expectation of both sides of (37) results in (38)
with the assumption that the state error X̃ , the time instances
of modeling noise ni, and the time instances of measurements
noise vi are mutually independent [38].

PX̃ |i+M+1 = E
(
X̃i+M+1|i+M+1X̃ T

i+M+1|i+M+1

)
(37)
= AiE

(
X̃i|iX̃ T

i|i

)
AT

i +BiE
((
1⊗ni+M

)(
1⊗ni+M

)T
)

BT
i

+
M

∑
l=1

Di,lE
((
1⊗ni+l−1

)(
1⊗ni+l−1

)T
)

DT
i,l

+EiE
(

vi+M+1vT
i+M+1

)
ET

i . (38)

Applying the property of Kronecker products that (A⊗B)(C⊗
D)T = (ACT ⊗BDT ) results in

PX̃ |i+M+1 =AiPX̃ |iA
T
i +Bi

(
11

T ⊗Qi+M

)
BT

i

+
M

∑
l=1

Di,l

(
11

T ⊗Qi+l−1

)
DT

i,l +EiRi+M+1ET
i . (39)

The above formula connects the error covariance PX̃ |i of the
augmented state and the diffusion error covariance matrix Pk,i|i
embedded in Pi|i and this concludes the proof.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we initiate with describing the application
of the proposed approach to the considered localization and
time synchronization problem. Thereafter, we present the
experimental setup, in which we conducted the experiments.
Finally, we perform case studies to obtain equitable evaluation
results.

A. Application to Localization and Time Synchronization

One of the illustrative applications of the event-triggering
body of work is the distributed localization and time syn-
chronization problem, due to its excessive communication
and computational overhead. Therefore, we consider this
application to demonstrate the practicality of the proposed
algorithm. The state vector consists of the three-dimensional
position vector pk,i, the clock time offset ok,i, and the clock
frequency bias bk,i for all nodes. We adopt convention in which
both ok,i and bk,i are described with respect to the global
time clock, which is usually the clock of the leader node.
Every node is interested in obtaining the state of the whole
network. Therefore, the state vector is xk,i = [x̄1,i, ..., x̄N,i]

T ,
where x̄k,i =

[
pT

k,i, ok,i, bk,i

]T .
The clock parameters evolve according to the first-order

affine approximation of the dynamics ok,i+1 = ok,i + bk,iδi and
bk,i+1 = bk,i, where δi := tL,i+1− tL,i given that tL,i is the time
according to the leader node, which is the global time.
Therefore, we can define the update function as follows:



Fig. 2: Experimental setup, including, UWB anchor nodes, motion capture cameras, and UWB quadrotor nodes.

Fig. 3: Custom anchor with ARM Cor-
tex M4 processor and UWB slot.

Fig. 4: Ceiling-mounted anchor with
UWB radio in 3D-printed enclosure.

Fig. 5: CrazyFlie 2.0 quadrotor heli-
copter with UWB expansion.

fi(x̄k,i) =

 pk,i

ok,i +bk,iδi

bk,i

 . (40)

The proposed framework supports the three types of mea-
surements which are distinguished by the number of messages
exchanged between a pair of nodes. The measurement vector
sent from node j ∈ Nk to node k has the form yk j,i =
[dk j,i,rk j,i,Γk j,i]

T , where, dk j,i, represents the counter difference
at time step i which is the difference between the clock offsets
of the two nodes k and j. In turn, rk j,i represents a noisy
measurement due to frequency bias discrepancies between k
and j, which is formally represented by single-sided two-way
range. Finally, Γk j,i is another distance measurement between
nodes k and j based on a trio of messages between the nodes
at time index i. This is a more accurate estimate than rk j,i

owing to the mitigation of frequency bias errors from the
additional message. It is formally called double-sided two-way
range [8]. We note that a subset of these measurements may be
used rather than the full set, i.e., we can conduct experiments
involving only rk j,i, Γk j,i, or dk j,i. The response time duration
between the first pair of timestamps is denoted by TRSP1. The
measurement function is defined as follows [8]:

hk,i(x̄ j,i) =

 (o j,i−ok,i)+
1
c

∥∥p j,i− pk,i

∥∥
2∥∥p j,i− pk,i

∥∥
2 +

c
2 (b j,i−bk,i)TRSP1∥∥p j,i− pk,i

∥∥
2
+ cΓ̃k j,i

 (41)

B. Experimental Setup

We evaluate the performance of Algorithm 1 on a custom
ultra-wideband (UWB) RF testbed based on the DecaWave

DW1000 IR-UWB radio2. The overall setup is presented in
Figure 2. The main components of the considered testbed can
be summarized as follows:
• The motion capture system with eight cameras capable

of performing 3D rigid body position measurement with
a accuracy of less than 0.5 mm accuracy. The presented
results consider the motion capture estimates as the true
position, even though we qualify here that all results are
accurate with respect to the motion capture accuracy.

• Fixed nodes consist of custom-built circuit boards
equipped with ARM Cortex M4 processors of 196 MHz
powered over Ethernet and communicating by Decawave
DW1000 ultra-wideband radios, as shown in Figures 3
and 4. Each anchor performs the single and double-
sided two-way range measurement with its neighbors.
The used Decawave radio is equipped with a temperature-
compensated crystal oscillator with frequency of 38.4
MHz and stated frequency stability of ±2 ppm. We
installed eight UWB anchor nodes in different positions
in a 10×9 m2 laboratory. More specifically, six anchors
are placed on the ceiling at about 2.5 m hight, and the
other two are spotted at the waist height of about 1 m
to disambiguate positions on the vertical axis in a better
manner.

• The battery-powered mobile node is a modified CrazyFlie
2.0 helicopter3 is equipped with the same DW1000 radio
and ARM Cortex M4 processor, as shown in Figure 5.

C. Experiments

In the conducted experiments, we mainly consider the com-
munication overhead and the associated accuracy on different

2Decawave DW1000 http://www.decawave.com/products/dw1000
3Bitcraze CrazyFlie 2.0. https://www.bitcraze.io/
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Fig. 6: Snapshot of 20 seconds of the conducted experiments. The threshold is set to 4 m2. The 3D localization error and trace
value tr(WPL,i|iW ∗) are shown in the first and second sub-figures, respectively. The measurement and diffusion flags are the
same and shown in the third sub-figure in which a value of 1 indicates of the step execution, while 0 means skipping the step
at the corresponding time instance. Time update step is executed all the time.

network topologies to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed algorithm. We aim to apply the triggering logic based
on the expected estimation error of the mobile node location.
The mobile node is chosen as a leader and its diffusion error
covariance matrix is PL,i|i in Algorithm 1.

To give the intuition behind evaluation of the proposed
algorithm, we present the results of running a portion of the
experiments in Figure 6. The mobile node flies at different
speeds in the testing laboratory while seeking to save com-
putational and communication resources. The threshold πmax
is set to 4 m2. The second graph in Figure 6 presents the
behavior of tr(WPL,i|iW T ). All nodes execute the time update
step when tr(WPL,i|iW T ) is less than πmax. Consequently, we
decrease the spending in terms of measurements, message
exchange, and computational costs. The effect on the estimated
localization error of the mobile node can be clearly seen in the
first graph of Figure 6. As soon as tr(WPL,i|iW T ) reaches the
threshold πmax, all nodes are triggered to start measuring and
to exchange messages to decrease tr(WPL,i|iW T ) back to the al-
lowed range. The third graph in Figure 6 demonstrates the case
when the measurement update step is executed at all nodes.
For instance, we can see that the measurement update step
happens at the time instances 0.1,2.7,4.4,5.1,7.0,10.1,12.9,
and 16.4, so that we can notice the decrease in the localization
error in the first graph at the same time instances. Similarly, the
diffusion update step is executed just after the measurement
update step. The time update step is executed all the time.

The CrazyFlie flied across the laboratory over four different
sessions. Each session was conducted on a different day
with a different number of students in the room. The path
of the CrazyFlie was a random walk for each session. We

repeated the experiments while setting a different threshold,
then calculated the number of shared messages between nodes
and the localization error reported by the motion capture
system.

1) Case Study on a Fully-Connected Network: We illustrate
the effectiveness of the proposed triggering algorithm by
outlining the amount of saving on the communication overhead
and the associated localization error by applying the algorithm
over a fully-connected network.

a) Communication Analysis: Figure 7a shows the effect
of changing the threshold value πmax on the percentage of
the saved message for a fully-connected network. The zero
threshold refers to the case of sending all messages (1,975,632
messages in total) and running the three steps of the algorithm
in the normal mode. Setting the threshold to 1 m2 allows sav-
ing approximately 86.2% of the overall number of messages.
Moreover, the threshold of 5 m2 leads to saving 98% of the
total number of messages.

b) Accuracy Analysis: We have conducted a study to
identify what is the tradeoff between the 3D-localization errors
corresponding to each threshold value πmax. The error plot
in Figure 7c summarizes the obtained results of this case
study. The red rectangles correspond to the mean values
of the localization error, while the vertical lines represent
the standard deviation around that mean value. At threshold
πmax = 0, we do not save any resources, and we achieve
0.377 m mean localization error with the standard deviation of
0.195 m. While, πmax = 5 m2 results in a 1.155 m mean error
with the standard deviation of 0.71 m. Finally, πmax = 10 m2

allows achieving the mean error of 1.923 m with the standard
deviation of 0.790 m. The appropriate thresholds can be set



(a) Effect of changing the threshold value πmax on the percentage
of the saved messages for a fully connected network.

(b) Effect of changing the threshold value πmax on the percentage
of the saved messages for a partially connected network.

(c) Effect of changing the threshold value πmax on the 3D local-
ization error of the CrazyFlie for a fully connected network.

(d) Effect of changing the threshold value πmax on the 3D local-
ization error of the CrazyFlie for a partially connected network.

Fig. 7: Effect of changing the threshold value πmax on a fully connected network and partially connected one.

Fig. 8: The tradeoff between the communication overhead
saving and the mean 3D localization error of the CrazyFlie.

by users based on their needs.
The proposed algorithm is used to restrict the amount

of processing, sensing, and communication. This restriction
allows reducing dramatically the communication overhead in
the network, however it may potentially lead to deterioration
of network performance. We analyze the tradeoff between
the number of messages sent in the wireless network and
performance of estimation algorithm. Figure 8 shows the
tradeoff between the communication overhead and the mean

3D localization error. Notably, saving 86.2% of the commu-
nication overhead leads to the increase in the localization
error by 16.57%. This was calculated by considering the mean
localization error plus the standard deviation at thresholds 0
and 1.

2) Case Study on a Partially Connected Network: We con-
sidered another case study in which every node among the nine
considered ones is connected to only four neighbors instead
of eight neighbors in the previous case study. We analyze the
communication saving and the associated localization error.
Figure 7b summarizes the observed results. It should be noted
that setting the threshold to 5 leads to saving approximately
81.2% of the overall number of messages. Moreover, the
threshold of πmax = 9 m2 allows saving 92% of the total
number of messages. The error plot in Figure 7d summarizes
the obtained results of this case study. Here, the red rectangles
correspond to the mean values of the localization error, while
the vertical lines represent the standard deviation around that
mean value. At threshold πmax = 0 m2, we do not save any
resources, and we can achieve 2 m mean localization error with
standard deviation of 0.6 m in the case when the network is
partially connected, as described before. While πmax = 5 m2

results in the mean error of 2.6 m with the standard deviation
of 0.49 m.



VII. CONCLUSION

In the present study, we investigated the energy-aware
aspect of the distributed estimation problem with regard to the
multi-sensor system with event-triggered processing schedules.
More specifically, we proposed an unbiased event-triggered
distributed diffusion Kalman filter for wireless networks based
on the diffusion covariance matrix. We tested the proposed
algorithm on the distributed localization and time synchroniza-
tion application. Several experiments were conducted using the
real custom ultra-wideband wireless anchor nodes and mobile
quadrotor. The obtained results indicate that the proposed
algorithm is has robust performance, and is efficient in terms
of using computational and communication resources.
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